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From Christopher Nuttall, best-selling author of fantasy hit Bookworm, comes a mystery that must be solved by Lady 
Gwen, the eponymous heroine of his hugely successful fantasy / alternative history adventure The Royal Sorceress. 
 
After the uprising in London, Lady Gwendolyn Crichton is settling into her new position as Royal Sorceress and fighting 
the prejudice against her gender and age that seeks to prevent her fulfilling her responsibilities.  But when a senior 
magician is murdered in a locked room and Gwen is charged with finding the culprit, her inquiries lead her into a web of 
intrigue that combines international politics, widespread aristocratic blackmail, gambling dens and personal vendettas... 
and some of her discoveries hit dangerously close to home. 

Continuing on from the end of The Royal Sorceress, The Great Game follows Gwen’s unfolding story as she assumes 
the role formerly held by Master Thomas. A satisfying blend of whodunit and magical fantasy, it is set against a 
backdrop of international political unrest in a  believable yet simultaneously fantastic alternate history. 

 

 
Christopher Nuttall has been planning sci-fi books since he learned to read. Born and raised in Edinburgh, Chris created an alternate 
history website and eventually graduated to writing full-sized novels. Studying history independently allowed him to develop 
worlds that hung together and provided a base for storytelling. After graduating from university, Chris started writing full-time. As 
an indie author he has self-published a number of novels, but this is his fourth fantasy to be published by Elsewhen Press. The Royal 
Sorceress was the first and The Great Game continues Gwen’s story. Chris is currently living in Borneo with his wife, muse, and 
critic Aisha.. 
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